
Writing my own copy for my website was just

PAINFUL. Micah was able to take exactly what I

wanted to say, but couldn't, and turned it into

something beautiful that I am proud to share. I wanted

to cry, it was so perfect. Micah is basically a

copywriting magician! I am proud for others to view

my website now that I have an 'about me' section that

isn't BLAH anymore!

Subject Line: Which pillar of happiness are you focusing on rn?

Preview: Beautiful inbox, btw.

Hey {Name},

I’m beyond excited the internet gods placed you into my

universe via the Life Assessment Workbook, which helps you

get clear on which of your 4 pillars of happiness needs the

most nurturing. So tell me, which pillar did you find needs the

most attention right now? You can reply directly to this email—

I read each one!

But first, where are my manners? I’m GiGi Diaz, mindset and

business coach for women entrepreneurs and founder of

Seizing Happy, a life coaching organization committed to

nurturing women-owned businesses and the women behind

them!

We believe a happy, abundant, successful life is based on the

four pillars you learned about in the Assessment: Mind, body,

soul, and world. Each of these is equally important and requires

attention throughout different seasons of your life. Question is,

how do you work on these areas? Where do you even begin?

Enter: The 3Rs System. This is my proven method to reevaluate,

restructure, and reset any one of the four pillars. I’ll be sharing

more details soon about the 3Rs System, and how to nurture

specific pillars in order to produce more joy and less burnout.

For now, I’d love to get to know you better, {Name}. Would

you follow me on Instagram? Shoot me a DM to introduce

yourself and tell me how can I be of service to you on your

entrepreneurial journey!

Alright, meet you back here soon with more tips and resources

for building a thriving life and business.

Sending love and light your way,GiGi Diaz

P.S. I’ve been working on a new offer around the 3Rs that I

think you’ll love, so stay tuned for all the juicy details!


